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Israel's.

JERUSALEM (UPI)-Prime Minister Golda Meir

XI .. · ·~X'·resigned Wednesday, saying she has Hreached the
I " ~:.> • 1 o end of the l'Oad."

C.......f.!J.
2- Her resignation climaxed a raging controversy
'0
over who should take the blame for Ist·ael's lack of
war

preparedness for last October's
with the Arabs
which threateneed to dismember the ruling Labor
alignment and topple her coalition government.
The 7 5-year-old Mrs. Meir, Israel's fourth p1·ime
minister, has held the post since t969.
Mrs. Meir made her announcement before Labor
Party leaders at a meeting called in attempts to
resolve a government crisis centered on rlemands for
Defense Minister Moshe Dayan's resignation because
of Israel's failure to be prepat·ed when Egypt and
Syria attacked Oct. 6, Yom Kippur.
"I have reached the end of the road," Mrs. Meir
told the Party members meeting in the Knesset
(Parliament) building. ul can go on no longer. This
has nothing to do with Moshe Dayan, but only with
myself."
"She was very quiet and very decided," Police
Minister Shlomo Hillel said. "She said, don't try to
persuade me because this time it's absolutely out of
the question."
Mrs. Meir's resignation came in the midst of a war
of attrition with Syrian forces on the Golan Heights
front and attempts by U.S. Secretary of State Henry
A Kissinger to get troop disengagement talks
started between Israel and Syria. A Syrian
delegation arrived in Washington during the day to
meet with Kissinger, acting as go-between in the
indirect talks.

eir· ReSig 1(~-.rr,

'The resignation of the Meir govemment and the
possibility of a new govemment with a diffm·ent
makeup and a possible hm·der line threw the future
of the negotiations into doubt. Menahem Begin,
leader of the Hawkish opposition Likud, said he
would immediately begin to t·ally as many factions
as possible to form 11 A transitional govemment with
a diffe1·ent makeup from that of the pt·esent one."
Labor Party leader Yitzhak Ben-Ahawn said ~rs.
Meir will tender her government's resignation in
wl'iting, as requit·ed by law, to President EplH"aim
Katzir following a Cabinet session Thursday
morning.
· Cabinet members, including Foreign Ministet·
Abba Eban and Finance Minister Pinhas Sn pir,
expressed surpl'ise and regt·et at Mrs. Meir's decision.
Sapit said he did not think a new government
could be formed without first holding new
· elections. "I don't believe so," he said.
"She felt she didn't enjoy the suppot·t of the
Pm·ty to a sufficient d(.'gree," Information Minister
Shimon Pet·es said. "In the face of the necessary
decisions .in the comi11g week, she didn't discover
enough support and unity."
Mrs. Mcir threatened to resigtl in Febt·um·y when
she had difficulty forming a tww govel'llm(.'nt but
then decided to set up a minority govemment.
Dayan and Peres said they would not join such a
coalition.
But a buildup of Syrian fm·ces opposite Ist·aeli
lines set off an Israeli alert that immediately put an
end to the intra-party· wrangling March 4 and
brought the factionr.; of her old coalition together,

and she set up a govel·nfhe»t.
·
A party sout·ce said Mrs. Meh· indh•ectly attacl~ed
three membm·s of her Cabinet fOI' causing disunity
am011g' the tluee factions that make up the Labor
alignment. He identified them as Labor Minister
Yitzhak Rabin, Commet·ce Minister Haim Bar-Lev
and Transport Minister Ahat"On. Yariv. Rabin aud
·Bat:·Lev &reformer Chiefs of Staff.
The crisis was sparked by a special govemment
commission's report blaming top army commanders
for lst·ael's unpreparedness last . October while
. exonerating Dayan and Mt·s. Meir. Lt. Gen. David
Elazar t·~signed as Chief of Staff but with a blast
against the commission's findings.
Since then demands for Dayan's r('signation have
mounted steadily. Two of the ruling pa1·ty's three
factions wanted him to take political responsibility
and resign. 'Iltere were othet· demands that Mrs.
Meir and her entil'e Cabinet resign. Dayan's Rafai
Party wamed it would pull out of the coalition
govemment if be was forced out. Other coalition
pat·ti<>s said they would withdraw if he did not quit.
The ct•isis clee}>ened ear1im· in the day with a legal
opinion hinting at Dayan's responsibility. The
opinion, t•equesLed by Dayan, handed down by
Justic<> Ministet· Haim Zndolt said Dayan is not
legally bound to resign.
'"!'he opinion said a Minisll.'l' is responsible for
what is done in his minish·y. That's why if you read
the Oj>inion conectly you hav(l to rench the
conclusion thaL Dayan must go."
Dayan will go- but so will t.lw enti.t·e gov('rnmen t,
including Mrs. Meir.
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Uhuru Sasa Given
Travel Funds
.
.

By ORLANDO MEDIN A
Of The Lobo Staff

The Uhuru Sasa Dance 'ftoupe
will receive travel expense money
for a trip to Kansas, the ASUNM
Student Court ruled yesterday
overturning an ASUNM Finance
Committee decision.
The court met after the dance
troupe filed a complaint against
the Fiance Committee, charging
the committee had taken an iJlegal
vote at its session and that the
committee had found a Jaw later
to justify that vote.
The vote in question was a
meeting of the Fi an nee
Committee to decide on a line
item change on the Uhuru Sasa
budget.
A representative of the dance
troupe was present when the
committee voted to change the
item. After the representative left
the meeting, the committee
re·voted not to include the line
item change.
The committee l'epresented by
Senators Paul Gooris and Louis
Tempkin said at the hearing that

.

Gonzales, Gomez Win Election

Gil Gonzales
after the first vow they discovered
the law does not allow them to
make a line item change "that
would change the original intnet

In yesterday's Spt·ing
General Election Gil Gonzales
is the new ASUNM President,
winning with 983 votes.
,.,
The new ASUNl\I Vic('
President is Ernesto Gomez
winning with 741 votes.
Complete tally of
yesterday's winners in the
senate race and Ute budget
outcome will be posted today
on the doors of ASUNM
Student Government office,
on the second floor of the
SUB.
Information on the
winning candidates, tallies
and the budget results will be
in the Friday edition of the
Daily Lobo.
of the bill."
Sam Johnson, spokesman for
the Uhuru Sasa, pointed out thai
the same type or line item change

Ernesto Gomez
had been made last May under the
authority of ASUNJ\.1 . President
Jack O'Guintt, when Uhuru Sasa
tteeded travel e:xpettses for its

By DIANE ROSS
Of the Lobo Statf

Views Differ
On Women~
Center Change

The authority and responsibility for governing
the Women's Center has been reorganized into a
"democrlltic collective" consisting of a
fourteen•member coordinating committee in hopes
of giving more structure to the organization.
'111e original Coordinating Committee cottsist.cd
of anyotte who happetted to be at a meeting and
because of constantly changing membership and
shifting representatiott, there were problems of
continuity. Decisions made at one meeting could be
overturned at the next meeting, Linda Graham,
Women's Qmter office manager said.
"It took them six months to decide whether or
not to let dogs into the center," Nancy Bell said.
Att "ittfol'matiot1 gap" between the policy-making
committee and the Women's Center starr also
existed, Graham said.
.
To solve these problems, a permanent CC was
elected itt February with ttitte members to formulate
• by·laws and goals for the center.
They presented their recomtnendatiotts at a
general meeting last Saturday and because of strong

Nebraska appearanc<•.
John solt said the grou}>
attt•mpted to do the.> &'lme thing
aftl'r the trouhl<> with the Jo'inanc(•
Commit lt>t>,
" Wt> <'on t<' n d UH••·~ is an
unw•·itten Ia w aiJowing th(l
President to act in this type of
<'mergency," h£> said.
'l'h(' "emergency" w.ts lhat
after th<> F'inanc(> Commit.t~c>
voted to pl'Ovide travd mom•y,
t h(' group c ou rir~<'d the
performance and was scheduled to
leave today.
"Last J\tiay's Ji11e it('m change
was don<' under certain
conditions. Jack O'Guinn took
i11egal action then," Tempkin said.
Chi(>f Justice Barbara Simmons
asked if the committee had dotte
any checking into tine item
changes in the past.
Tempkin and Gooris said they
had not been previously aware of
O'Guinn's action.
The Senate and the Finance
Committee looked 11t the intent of
the bill," Gooris said. "'111e line
(contimu!d

em page 2)

opposition from the proponents of the collective;
their work wasn't approved.
Five members of the Committee resigned and
three de<!ided to stay on it. A ninth member has not
yet informed the Center or her decision.
"Oul' by-laws werett't f!Ven considered," said
Nancy Beli, a resigning member. "It wa~; really
unfair."
·
11
1 think no one ort the Coordinating Committee
really prcsettted their positiott and argued fcir ;t,"
Gail Baker, Coordinator of the Women's Studies
program said.
nte by·laws udiffer radically from the original
Women's Center that women at UNM proposed and
ttegotiated and the administration agreed upon," she
said.
One of the .major points of contetttion was the
role of the Coordittator of the Women's Center. In
their Positiott Statement, the Coordittating
Committee gave the Coordinator "ultimate
authority. and responsibility" because heJ~
interact.ion with the University and the community
at large is the greatest.
( contirwed on page 2)

.

Uhur.u Sasa:-. Give·n
.Funds
.•....
.
·
·
information they receive after the illegal."

··chicago ·naily~N.ews. Maintains ·.
Nixon Met Vesco In Salzburg

(continued (rom page 1)

items show the intent of the hill.
To change a line item would be to
change the intent of the bill."
The line item change in this
case was the use of money from a
cancelled trip for use on the
Kansas trip.
Johnson also said that after the
Finance Committee meeting
Uhuru Sasa was not informed of
the vote change,
Gooris said a memo had been
sent to 'the dance troupe,
Simmons asked if the group
had been informed at the
committee meeting if other means
of funding or appealing were
available.
Tempkin said the information
was contained in the memo, but
Harold Bailey said the group had
receive no memo from . the
Finance Committee and that any

CHICAGO (UPI)-Financier Robert Vesco, being
sought for questioning about an alleged secret
contl'ibution to President Nixon's re·election
campaign, met secretly with the President in
S;dzburg, Ausb·ia, in May of 1972, the Chicago
Daily News reported Wednesday,
In a copyrighted dispatch from London, Daily
NPws conespondent Raymond R. Coffey quoted
Bemard Cornfeld; former head of the disintegrated
Investors Overseas Services (lOS), as saying Nixon
talked secretly with Vesco during a stopover in
Salzburg.
Coffey · said Comfeld made the charge in a
four·hom· intet-view.

Gay Community Services
Aim of GPU Campaign

representative left came from
other sources.
Simmons asked if the Finance
Committee had the final say in
funding the group.
Vice President Janice Arnold
explained that the group had the
option of going before the Senate
and asking for specific funding for
the trip.
'l'he justices wanted to know if
the Senate had been aware of the
group being asked to perform
elsewhere, as had happened in the
case of the Nebraska trip.
The dance group said they had
informed the Senate. The senators
said they hadn't been informed.
Justice Ray Montez said, in
reference to the past trip and line
item change, that "Custom and
usage are viable to us in deciding,
and they're not nccesSlrily
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"Finance committees in the
past interpreted the changea one
way and it was illegal, The present
Finance Committee interpreted
the change according to the law,"
Tempkin replied.
"We contend the Finance t:;
Committee had legal power to ~
"
change the line item," Johnson
said.
~
The court deliberated on the .o
complaint and decided the dance >
group had been denied due 'tl
pt·ocess of Jaw and that their 2:
constitutional rights had been '"'
violated. It also said the group had !"'
lacked information concerning 10
appeals.
;;
Becaus!! of the violations, the
co u r t r u I e d t h e F ina n ce
Committee hold to its original
decision and change the line item
to fund the group's trip to Kansas.
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By RICH ROBERTS
Of the Lobo Staff

Vi'evvs Differ On Center's Change ...

The Gay People's Union is organizing a fund-raising campaign
with the aim of establishing a gay community services center. The
group plans to present a proposal for a joint effort on fund-raising
with a local business concern.
A spokesperson for the group said they hoped to get
contributions from the community, He said initially they wanted
to set up a gay switchboard.
_
After 6·12 months the center would then apply for a
government grant, he said, possibly connecting itself with the
federally-funded free·clinic program.
The center would be for the community at large, its policy
determined by the needs of the community, an example of "gay
community action" as in Los Angeles or Seattle.
The group has also set up a committee to propose a course in
gay studies to be under the American Studies program. The
course is still in the planning stage, but a member of the
committee said it would be a three-hour credit class in the
evening at the undergraduate level.
Once the plan is submitted, it must be approved by the
chairperson of American Studies and the dean of the college,
The organizational meeting of the counseling committee will
be Saturday, April 13, 10:30 a.m. For further information, call
265·8126.
.
A social gathering will be Friday, April 26, 7:30p.m. at the
International Center. The next meeting of the Gay People's
Union will be April 30, 7:30 at the International Center.

(Continued from page 1)

The Committee ·said that the proposal on
collectivism did not provide a feasible mechanism of
effective decision-making.
"Power and contl~ol should be in the hands of
women as a group, rather than in the hands of one
person," said Katie Fashing, Women's Center
Counselor.
Both points of view establish the Coordinating
Committee as a policy-making, governing body, but
4iffer on relationships of staff to the committee.
The staff is part of the CO in the collective, but in
the by·la ws, the staff is considered a separate group.
Collectivists keep power equal among staff and
the CO, while the by-laws would have given a
coordinator the ultimate authority.
Instead of one person meeting with the
administration, the collective will now have several
representatives at meetings.
Jean Frakes, present Coordinator of the ~enter,

The Board also selected Jeff
Neighbert, current Thimderbird
editor, to continue as the literary
magazine's editor during the fall
semester.
Minturn, a BUS junior, will
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Most of the features of the
DUAL 1214 were designed
for more expensive DUALS.

ii

Kar•an Natianal Art•
~
=

Demonstration

!

Included will be: Bong Soo Han~ who is best
known for his fight scenes in Billy Jack, and
other Korean Masters who will be demonstrating their skills in the martial arts. Seven
Masters from Korea will be in Albuquerque to
perform feats in Judo, Karate, and Hapkido.
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A U.S.S.R. source published in
June, 1968, affirms that more
than 300 million people in China
are still "completely illiterate."

New Mexico
DAILY LOBO
Vol. 17

No. 128

Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202
The NC!w Mexico Daily Lobo is published Monday through FrM 4Y every
regular week of the Unlvusity y~ar

nnd weekly during tht! summer sCB:tion

by the Hoard of Student Publicationtt of
the Unh·crslty or New Mexico, and is

not flnanl'lally nsoociatcd with UNM,
• Second cJ!l!!os l'o~tasrc lJBid at AHtU41Ut'l'·
•tu~. New Mex:ico 87131. .Sub:5uiption
rate i!f $7.50 for the K<'lldemie Year.
The opinions c.xprcsSl'll on the t•U··
torlal 11nt:~ or The Dnily Lobo nre
those of thl" nutbor Mlil!ly. Unsbm~l
oa•inion i~ thAt of the editorinl bottrd
of Tho Dally Lobo. Nothlnl! t>rlnto.'ll in
The Unify Lobo nt'c~nrlly rcJiresent!l
the viewg or tht! Uph.-crslty or New
Mexico.
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Why wait years? A few good men and
women can enter a world of responsibility
and authority almost immediately after
graduation , •• through the Marine Corps
Officer Candidates Class. From OCC, men and
women move quickly into a wide variety of
interesting, rewarding, and challenging fields,
Including aviation.
learn how to li!ad. Learn how to lead the
beat~United States Marines. See your Marine
representative.
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ANSWER: To begin with, unless a majority of students sign the petition,
there won't be any PIRG. So there's no way a minority of students can
force their views on the majority.
So the philosophical issue is this one: does the majority have the right to
impose its views on the minority? In a democracy the answer must be: yes,
so long as the rights of the minority are respected. In this case the
minority-those students who don't wish to fund PIRG-can get a full
refund of their $2.00 membership dues during the thtrd week of each
semester at a convenient, well-advertised place on campus. In this way the
rights of the minority are protected.
This funding plan will inconvenience a few people to a mild degree.
However, in a choice between slightly inconveniencing the minority and
massively inconveniencing the majority by forcing them to hold a new
fund-raising campaign each semester, the rights of the majority must
prevail.
Secondly, without a regular funding procedure, the educational value of
PIRG will be severely diminished. It is not the purpose of PIRG to teach
students the art of fund-raising. If students have to mount a full-scale
fund-raising campaign each semester, they won't have much time left over
for study, research and investigation.
Thirdly, as a practical matter, it would probably be impossible to carry
out a successful fund-raising drive each semester. Just like a football team
that has winning streaks and losing streaks, student fund-raisers would. at-"'
some point, be weak or inept that that would spell the end of PIRG.
l\'-,,, ")'.I
Lastly, the professional staff must have some assurance of
.. \., ' ,
long-term funding. Many professionals will work for very little
~·,, \.
money, but they must have some degree of finan.cial stability. The
"
./
PI RG funding plan offers the necessary degree of security.
·- ~
In sum, NMPIRG will not work if the mandatory funding plan is
not approved by a majority of students and ratified by the Board ot
· ··. ·~\ . ,'·
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not want a PIRG at UNM.
to help or would hke
more tnlormat10n call PIRG. 277·
If you would hke

~~~e;~£c~:~~ at~y ~e~aur ~~::~ ~'
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The Marines are looking for a few good men.
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Prescriptions filled
Lenses replaced

QUESTION: Why does the funding have to be mandatory? Why can't
the funding be voluntary? How do you justify forcing your views on the
whole campus?

'.1

base & cover

students, and panel discussions'
with medical faculty and students.
Albuquerque students
inLC'r(•sted i11 attending Ute
Pr11·Med Day activities m·e aslred to
cot]tacl: the pre·med advisor at the
University of New Mexico, Eal'l
Boume, i;1 the main biology o nice
in Castettcr Hall.

.. Let it not be said that America's students
l"'rfl.r-.re~fused to give so little to achieve so much."

'!
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247-3291-296-1869
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The largest circulation of any
weekly periodical was that of
"This Week Magazine," produced
until 1969 in the U.S. to circulate
with 43 newspapers which found
it uneconomical to run their own
colored Sunday magazine section.
'l'he circulation was 11,889,211
copies in 1967.

.

265-3667
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CollegE' und~rgradual<:> and
grncluate stt1dents who are
int<:>resled in attPnding the UNM
School of Medicine ar<> invited to
th<> annual Pt·E'-Mecl Day at the
school on SatUI'day, April 20.
'l'he full day's pl'Ogram will
include lOUI'S Of lhe building,
cl<:>monstt·ations by medical

There are 865 species of trees
native to the continental U.S.,
including a few imports tl1at have
become naturalized to the extent
of reproducing themselves in the
wild state.

~

•119.95

,~:Mecr ·School' Hopeful's qiivited

only $10,000 to Hous<> candidate>s
and $20,00 to Senat<> candidates;
bar contributions by fOI'eign<•rs;
ban announcement of rleclion
t·esults until midnight ES'l'; make
election day a national holiday;
and requil·e all m<>mbm·s ol'
Congress, candidates and olh<'l'
top officials to I'CPOI't fedNal and
state income ancl prope1•ty tax
paid each yvat·.
'l'lw lehrislation would not go
into effect until the 1976 el<'Ction
and would b<' financed tlwough
the $1 checkofl' on the income
tax retum.

ll'

Dual1214 Auto/Standard 'lbrntable.

=
=

did, be would be entitl~d to a
federal payment of $250,000 and
the government would match on a
dollar·fot··dollat· basis every
contribution up to $250 from
then on.
Senate and House "candidates
also would have to raise a basic
amount tht·ough pr'ivate
contributions which would then
be matched dollar·for·dollm• by
the government. Once the ot·iginal
kitty was raised, congt·essional
candidates would continue to get
matching funds on contl'ibutions
up to $100.
'l'he bill woulcl allow state and
national committees to contribute

·IJ

===-=

~:ore information call

April 20th, 1974 at 7:00
Ticketsatthedoor.

:

···~HIRG

Elevator·action changer spindle.
Featherlouch cueing IYIIem.
Low·mau
aounlerbalanced tonearm.
Counterbalance
with vernier·adjuat.
Built-in anti·•kating.
Pitch control.

W A SHIN G'l'ON ( UPI )-'l'hc
Senate Wednesday strongly
endorsed fedE'l'al financing of
presidential and congressional
political campaigns and moved
toward final passage of the
landmark t·eform bill.
Senate Democratic Jeadet· Mike
Mansfield said the bill would be
approved shortly-definitely
before Congress begins its Eastet·
recess Friday.
On a 5.5·31 vote, the Senate
defeated a substitute offered by
Sen. Robert Dole, R-Kan., former
GOP National Chah·man, which
would have stricken all provisions
dealing with election financing.
One of the major controversies
still to be Sllttled is the amount
that candidates for the presidency
or for Congress would be allowed
to spend.
The original bill provided 15
cents per voter ($21 million for a
presidential candidate) in the
general election and 10 cents ($17
mi Ilion for a presidential
candidate) in the general election
and 8 cents in the primaries.
Under the bill, major party
candidates for the White House
and for Congress in the general
election could get a federal
subsidy equal to the amount the
legislation allowed to spend. They
could choose to use federal funds
exclusively, rely solely on private
contributions, or accept a mix of
the two.
Minor party candidates or
independent candidates receiving
at least 5 per cent of the vote in
the previous election would be
entitled to a proportionate share
of the subsidy. New party
candidates could be reimbursed if
they received 5 per cent of vote.
In the primaries, a presidential
candidate would first have to raise
$250,000 in contributions of
~~5~ or: less to qual!f~. Once_!!~ ..

Ho.ve you signed
the PIRG petition?

High torque plu1 •peed collllancy.

I

Thursday, April 11th and 18th

I
•

M

d1K6•

Sea Karate, Judo, and Hapkido at its finest!
West Mesa High School

t'

i'

Direct·dial•tylua preuure.
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succeed Roger Makin April10.
The Board is considering a
proposal to change the editor's
term, which in the past began
during the last two weeks of
pu blieation in the spring and
continued in the following spring.
Under the proposal, editors would
be chosen before the end of the
first semester and would assume
their duties Jan. 31, continuing
until the end of the next year's
fall semester.

alcoholism at the age of 60 in
1865.
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Dublin Trinity College, Dublin,
Ireland, in 1827. He died of

The youngest at which
anybody has been elected to a full
professorship in a major university
is 22, in the case of William
Rowan Hamilton, Professor of
Astronomy at the University of

New Editors Announced
Michael Minturn, current
managing editor of the Daily
Lobo, was selected as editor for
the summer and fall semesters by
the Student Publications Board
yesterday.

declined to comment on the new structure, but said
of her position as a coordinator, "I am the person in
charge. Every university department has one .. , I
see that this place stays together."
"When women get somewhere, other women
shouldn't chop them down because it affects all
women," Frakes said.
The University asked her to continue as
coordinator for another year and Frakes agreed to
stay on.
"I don't think the. Women's Center is going to be
able to reach the majority of women on this
campus," Bell said. "We wanted to start a PR
program for the Center so that it is serving all of the
students on campus rather than an elite group. That
means accepting the fact that all women are not
feminists."
"I. think the majority of the women at that
meeting have a political naivete. They're not aware
of the nitty gritty that the Univeraity runs on."

Senate Ex··pEfcte·a ~·To·~=.-A·j.fj3T;o~~ve-'~
Campaign Reform Legislation

3011 MO!\lE VISTA N.E.

(Ntollr Glr11rd &: Central N.E.)

DIAL 255·1694
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UNM Students: Captain Kermit Shelly
will interview students interested
in a commission as an Officer of
Marines in the SUB 9 a.m.-12 noon on
10and 11 April 1974.
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BCMC To. Expand
Hi ds will be received today for
construction of a seven-story
addition to Bernalillo County
Medical Center and renovation of
the existing 1954 building.
The new addition will include
63 beds, new offices for
personnel, nursing, Volunteers
Service League and
administration.
Three floors of offices will be
for clinical faculty members of
the UNM School of Medicine,
UNM has allocated $1.2 million
for the faculty office floors.
The construction-renovation
project is made possible by a $4
million bond issue approved by
voters in November, 1972.
Architects are Flatow, Moore,
Bryan and Fairburn. BCMC
coordinator of the project is Mike
Brown, assistant administrator for
Planning and Development.
Brown said all areas of the
origi"nal building not yet
renovated will be brought up to
. date. He added that the entire
with

~-

refrigerated air conditioning.
The hospital kitchen and
cafeteria will be redesigned and
expanded. The cafeteria will be
more than three times its present
size and will feature a convenient
fast-service food line, said Brown.
Expansion also is planned for
the pharmacy, respiratory
therapy, physical therapy,
housekeeping, purchasing, general
stores and central supply areas.
Brown said ground breaking
will take place May 14 during
Na tiona( Hospital Week, May
12-18.

·;·To Senate Committee .-/. ;,

Came'l:a
I:he

••GREAT
ESCAPE••

first knew of the ITT offer and
about 'his discussions of the offel'
with then Attomey General John
N. Mitchell.
Reinecke's lawyer asked Parker
for an earlier trail date so "his
innocence may be established
before the primary."
Parker replied: "I have a
calendar where defendants are
languishing in custody and I
imagine they would like a similar
fast disposal of theil· cases. I will
have to let it stay as it is for now.
But I will reconsider my
calendat·."
Speaking with t·eportet·s shortly
before his court appearance,
Reinecke said of the case against.
him: "It appears nonprofessional.
It's a flimsy charge. There is
something very strange about the
whole thing-1 can't help but
question the whole motivation
behind it."
Asked if he thought the
indictment was politically
motivated, Reinecke· observed
that it came "very close" to the
primary following an investigation
of more than two years.
After his arraignment he said
the case was bound f.o benefit
three prominent Deomocrats-

Do you know this man?

,

CamKin'd

You should!
Nationa I Life Insurance
proudly introduces

Robert C. Jackson Ill.
Rob!o'rt is an outstt!nding student at UNM compiPting his
.
M.B.A. and is a career life underwriter with us.
As a result, we feE•I this is an excellent opportunity for you
to discu~s your financial plam with somPbody that knows
and rare~ about your futurP. Call: 24l-.5679
Ray E. Cramer, C.L.U.
General AgPnt

Servin':l

PIZZA

SUB Raam t!I!J
·.... ....
~
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Rob's Leather Goods
&
Foot Fetish
101 Cornell SE

266-8383

A NOSTAL.G IC
OF CLASSIC
1950's

Features Groucho, George Fen·
amon, and the Mad Duck who
pops in when the Secret Word is
said. Groucho's imane contestants ' tonite include the San
Francisco zoo keeper who
sleeps with the animals!

SUPERMAN (1955)
Streak! Streak! Stars George
Reeves, Perry White and Lois
Lane. A special episode made
for the U.S. Treasury Dept. in
which Supennan tells youngsters of the virtues in buying
government savi111s bonds. A
howl!

HEWLETT~~ PACKARD

·.

..

.

THE LONE RANGER (191i2)1
'Mie very first episode ever
made! We learn Why the heroic
Tezas Ranger dons bis lna!lr:
and bow he meets bi• faithful
Indian companion Tonto. A
camp classic!

AMOS 'N ANDY (11&2)
Perhaps your only ch.ance to see
again a riotously fuMy episode
from a legendary show. In this
one, Andy and the Killgfish
throw a monkey wrend1 Into a
United States Defen.'lt' hctory
that's in the bomb ma1;: , , tur·
ing business.
SERGEANT BILKC ,, ')

...

_,

Hysterically wild as !
vers as con-man Err.·
leads Colonel Hall
Nick's Diner on his •··
AWOL wedding - a' .
night of the War Gam ·

advcUlccd pocket·si1.ed computer
calculators in lhc world

ANI:> b~A~TINS SUF'F'LJts-'rE:OHN I CAL aO<lKS-MAPS
..

ELVIS PRESLD-on
ED SULLIVAN (1955)

miss iL

Hewlett-Packard rna.kes lhc most

HOLMAN'S, INC. J

tNi:ltNitE~INt:l

The President is accused of
corruption! Tile most transparently fraudulent speefh in
the history of American politics. 'Miis one will bring the
house down!

Elvis was censored from the
waist down! as he pounded out
J)on't Be Cruel and Love Me
Tender. An utterly magical
piece of purest nostalgia. Don't

It lets you "speak" to your ca_lculator with !?tal consistency, bt>cause
it lets you load data into a 4·Reglster Stack. Th1s mean~: (1) you .Jiw~y._,
enter and process your data the sarn1• way, no matter w~at your t;Jr<lhlf m.
(2) you don't have to re-enter data; 13) you Can <;r.8 a/lrntprmPrliJ!r: delta
anytime.
.
·k
· d
Our HP-45 is one of two pre-programmed scientifiC poe et·srze
computer calculators with this key. That's one reason it's the most powerful pre-programmed pocket-sized scientific computer calculator. HPre
are three of many others:
1. It's pre-programmed to handle.44 ar}thmetic, t~igonometric and
logarithmic functions .and data man1pulat1on operatrons beyond thP
basic four(+,-, x, +-).
2. 1t lets you store nine constant~ in it;; nine Addressable .M~mory
Registers, and it gives you a ''Last X Reg1ster for error corrtctron or
.
. .
multiple operations on the same number.
3. It displays up to 10 significant ~!gits in e1th~r f1xed,-dec1mal or
scientific notation and automatically pos1t1ons the decrmal pamt throughout its 200-decade range.
Our HP-35 is the other.lt handles 22 fun~t!ons, h~s one.Al;drr~ssable
Memory Register and also displays up to 10 d1g1ts 1n e1ther f1xtd-dec1rnal
or scientific notation. It's the second most powerful prr-proqr,JrtHllHl
pocket-sized scientific computer calculator.
.
,
Both of these exceptional instruments are on d1splay now. If you rP
looking for unprecedented calculalinq capacity for your money, by Jll
means see and test them.
HP·45 now in slock al Holman's

\
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Two Nights Only

The smartest'looking hand made
purses and some of the best
turquoise and silver jewelery
around. All at low prices.

ENTER+

I

\----'

ALBUQUERQUE
PREMIERE!

We not only
have the best
looking shoes
in town, but
also the finest
tooled belts,

This is your key to unprecedented calculating
capacity. Only Hewlett-Packard offers it

Duet:a De Las Peas

I

RICHARD NIXON'S
CHECKERS SI~E£H (tl&il)

,·

Chris Drrall

I '
'

TELEVISION

···~-

RIRG
~~~-~~

noting that Tunney is up for
re-elt>dion in 1976 and that it was
"reasonable to say" Kennedy will
run fOI' Pr·csident the same year.
He said that Californians were
"pretty indignant" about his
indictment.

----·~------------

..

.JahnCahen
&
Dave Smith

Rep. Jerome Waldie of California,
also running for govemor, and
Sens. John 'l\uu1cy of California
and Edward M. Kennedy of
Massachusetts.
"Circumstantially this action
here is for their benefit," he said,

Have you signed
the PIRG petition?

ASUNM's New Caffee Hause
Dpen 7-12 pm Fri. & Sat.

Fri. Ni'dhl::

•••••

••

Reinecke Says He Did Not Lie
WASHINGTON (UPI)-Lt.
Gov. Ed Reinecke of California
pleaded "absolutely not guilty"
Wednesday to three counts of
lying to a Senate committee and
asked that his trial be completed
before the June 4 California
gubernatorial primary.
Reinecke, a leading Republican
gubernatorial contender, told
reporters before his arraignment
that he felt the charges against
him were "flimsy."
U.S. District Judge Barrington
Parker set a tentative trial date for
June 19, two weeks after the
primary, but said he would
"reconsider my calendar" in view
of Reinecke's request for an early
triai. Both Reinecke's lawyer and
Watergate prosecutors said they
could be ready for trial by May
20.
Reinecke's lawyer, F. Joseph
Donahue, also asked that the trial
be moved to California. Parker
took that request under
consideration and said he would
rule on it later.
Reinecke was indicted on
perjury charges for his testimony
before the Senate Judiciary
Committee about an offer by
International Telephone and
Telegraph Corp. (ITT) to help
finimce the 1972 GOP convention
then scheduled for San Diego.
ITT's offer of $400,000 to
underwrite convention expenses
reportedly was made when the
conglomerate was seeking Justice
Depattment settlement of an
antitrust case.
The indictment charged
Reinecke, testifying at
confirmation hearings of former
Attorney General Richard G.
Kleindienst, lied about when he

- ··-
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401 Wyomrng Blvd >.,f.
• .,, "
Phon<' 2bS·7lJ81
Mond.Jy·Fridav 8arn-S: lo pm
Saturday 8: !Darn-4:30pm
Ma.,l!'trhargP BankAmericard

>
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Friday and Sat'' '{,
April 12 and
Albuquerque High ·~chool
Auditorium
11 0 Broadway At Central
Complete Shows Nightly
7:00 and 9:45pm 1 1.75
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Michael Minturn

News Editor
Isabel Foreman
Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend.

Unequal Laws

'LET ME SAY A FEW WORDS IN SUPPORT OF MY ESTEEMED PARTY COLLEAGUE

The age of majority in New Mexico is 18. People who
have reached that age can do anything a 40-year-old can
do, except one thing. They can't buy or consume
alcoholic beverages.
An 18-year-old can make the tremendous decision as
to how he or she will cast their vote for President of the
United States, but they cannot go into a bar and order a
beer. This staggering inequity in New Mexico law
emphasizes the manner in which our legislators drag
their collective feet in enacting legislation to keep up
with changing times.
Currently, New Mexico is surrounded by three states
that have lowered their drinking ages in some form.
Texas, that bastion of conservatism, lowered their
drinking ages from 21 to 18 last year. Arizona's legal
drinking age is 19. Colorado allows people under 21 to
drink 3.2 beer. But in the Land of Enchantment, you
still have to be 21 or possess a fake ID to get into a bar.
And possessing a fake I D in New Mexico is a felony.
Within the last three years, the state legislature has
attempted to lower the drinking age in New Mexico and
even got to the point where all that was needed was
Gov. Bruce King's signature to become law. But we all
know what happened to that.
The teetotalling governor's reasoning in polishing off
the legislation with his veto was that to give 18-year-olds
the right to drink would allow alcohol to seep into New
Mexico's high schools. As ·if it might be startling
information-and it might be to the Governor-high
school students do drink, but they do it illegally.
If 18-year-olds in this state are considered "adult"
enough to vote and hold office, they should also be
allowed to drink.
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Against PIRGs· Seeking Student Fee
In their letter to the LOBO on Monday, Kathy
Taylor and John Liebendorfer of the Public Interest
Research Group (PI RG) raised the philosophical
question of democracy and majority rights. I would
point out that the question at' democracy applies
only to the legally constituted city, state, and
central governments. PI RG is not a government.
PI RG has been elected by no one. PI RG is a
voluntary organization of private citizens. Where
does PI RG get the absurd idea that it has the right
to tax those who do not support it?
PI RG points out the "inconvenience" to the
majority of students if they had to hold a fund
raising campaign each semester. This is nonsense.
Only PI RG would be inconvenienced-not the
student body.
PI RG glosses over "slightly inconveniencing"
those not wishing to support PI RG. I do not
consider their involuntary fee a slight
inconvenience-it is a gross denial of my
fundamental human right of free speech-the right

to decide what ideas I will accept or reject.
The PI RG professional staff does not have an
inherent· right to financial stability. By seeking
involuntary funds, PI RG is simply trying to prevent
students from expressing satisfaction or
dissatisfaction with PI RG's performance in the free
market place.
PI RG has exercised no control over its
petition-signing drive. No student IDs are required.
No blocks on the back of the ID are checked to
ensure that one signs only one petition. What is to
stop zealots from signing many petitions?
PI RG claims it will be non-partisan, but then says
it will represent the "public interest" before the
legislature and regulatory agencies, attempting to
influence laws and policies. This is non-partisan?
PI RG is just one of the many special interest
groups claiming to re.Present the public interest, but
because PIRG is as capable of intellectual error as
anyone, it .is a grave error in the PI RG idea to seek
involuntary student fees to support their projects.
John Patrick Anamosa

Clarifies His Statement Concerning PIRG
personally encourage students to engage in
activities such as those proposed in connection with
the Public Interest Research Group, operating "as a
problem-solving group working for constructive
change within the established legal and political
system." I also agree that these efforts should
• provide opportunities for clinical education and the
earning of academic credit.
In view of ambiguity in the LOBO of April 9,

which quotes me as saying that I would endorse the
formation of the New Mexico Public Interest
Research Group, I want to repeat that my
endorsement does not extend to ·the specific
proposed method of financing PI RG, by a fee to be
collected by the University and refunded to
students on request.
President Ferrel Heady
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Nixon Gets Warm Reception In Bad Axe
BAD AXE, MICH. (UPI)Pre si dent Nix on, jaunty 11nd
smiling, barnstormed through
Michigan's rural "thumb" "region
Wednesday hoping to boost his
Watergate-scarred political
fortunes and those of a
Republican congressional
candidate.
More than 5,000 turned out at
the Tri-City Airport near Saginaw
for the President's arrival at the
st11rt of his ll·town tour to

Candidates
To Discuss
Environment
Albuquerque's mayoral
candidates will be asked to
address themselves to questions at
an Environmental Forum to be
held in two sessions, tonight and
Monday, April 15, both at 7:30
p.m. in the auditorium of the
Anthropology building at UNM.
The special meetings are being
organizl'<l by the Albuque1·quc
Group of the SiNra Club and
co-sponsored by the League of
Women Vote1·s, New Mexico
Citizens for Clean Air and Water,
Students for Environmental
Action, the New Mexico
Conservation Coordinating
Council, and the American
Association of University Women.
Sharla Vandevender, Sierra
Club vice-chairman, said "the
purpose of the forum is to get out
the issues which, so far, have been
inadequately discussed in the
campaign."
The candidates will be asked to
answer questions which refer to
specific environme11tal problems
rather than broad subjects.
"Everyone is talking about the
environment and growth in the
campaign," Vm1devendcr said.
"But they arc talking around
the issues. We want to encourage
the candidates to address the
specific issues within the general
problem of our urban
environment."
Candidates for City Council are
also being invited to the meetings
to participate in the forum as
members of the audience during
the question and answer periods
which wi)l follow one hour of
formal presentations each evening.
The meetings are open to the
public.
--~~1

DO YOU NEED
CASH?

Power Of Press Is Limited, The Rest Left To The Public
In spite of the fact that the American press,
We should keep in mind that all reporters are
much as possible about the general attitudes of the
almost singlehandedly, is responsible for bringing to
human beings, and as such, they filter out some
editors-and reporters-of our local papers.
light the massive federal government corruption
aspects of reality as we alf do. We cannot expect a
Newspapers have deadlines to meet. Reports are
known as Watergate, a recent national poll shows
complete, unbiased account of any event for it is
sometimes published with the facts available at press
the c redibilitV of the press, in the eyes of
humanly impossible to pay attention to everything
time, and sometimes vital facts are missing. We
Americans, is less than 40 per cent. Thus, at a time
at one time.
should
also read follow-up pieces to get a more
when the press deserves public acclaim and
complete
picture.
The next time· you see a newspaper article
gratitude, it is instead the target of public doubt and
We must remember that television news is much
reporting an event you personally witnessed and·
suspicir·'l.
•
like
reading headlines. To get in-depth knowle.dge,
you
think
to
yourself,
"1l1at's
not
at
all
the
way
it
n: is so, I believe, because many of us do not
we must do some additional reading. Walter
was," don't go off saying, "You just can't believe a
qu.
.nderstand the function of the press.
Cronkite
once said his 24-minute news presentation
thing
y·1u·
read
in
the
newspaper."
Instead,
· press must act as our eyes and ears in many
is
only
equivalent
to 2/3 of the front page of the
remember
the
reporter
is
generally
an
outsider
'5, for we cannot possibly, individually, be
New
York
Times.
reporting for outsiders, and what he wrote may in
:.1ere we need to be to keep informed about
We should know that it is good for the press to be
fact
accurately reflect the situation as it appears to
JOing on in our citY, county, state, country
at
odds with the persons running governments. Men
someone
who
lacks
your
own
in-depth
d. We must not, however, expect the press
in power will always and naturally try to tell the
understanding of it.
· our collective brain.
.
public only about their successes. It is the job of the
. 1st never read anything and simply file it
We must keep In mind, too, that newspapers
press to dig out their failures and mistakes for us so
, our heads as literal fact then use it
report the unusual rather than the usual.
we can decide intelligently if we want to keep them
un.
lly as a base for decisions. Instead, we
We should be aware that more information is
in
office. In the government vs. press conflict, we
she. · -ry to relate new media information with our
thrown away everyday than is prrnted due to lack of
should
be on the side of the press.
owr; ,!xperiences and knowledge. If the new
space. Editors are the people who decide what to
We tend, then, to expect too much of the press.
infortndtion sounds like a lot of nonsense, maybe it
print and what to throw away. Editors, too, are
is needed is more from each of us-more
What
is. At any rate, it. will require additional
humans with biases and weaknesses. We can
thought
and consideration about what we are
investigation on our part to see if we should discard
overcome this potential problem by reading more
reading.
the information or change our way of thinking to
than one newspaper and by getting to 'know as
accept it.
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Earn $ 10 a week
do rate twice weekly

BLOOD
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~PLASMA!
DONOR CENTER
8 am to 5 pm
Tuesday-Saturday

DOCTOR IN
RESIDENCE

842-6991
.·-

Albuquerque
1307 Central NE

campaign fm· Jam<>s l\1. Spal'i ing
Jr., GOP candidate in the 8th
Congressional District.
An aide called the tour "a
testing ground" for the Presid<'nt.
The results should be'known soon
after the April 16 special election
whe11 Sparling faces Democrat.
Robert Tmxler for the seat left
vacant when Rep. James Harv<>y, a
Republican, was appointed a
fedet•al judge,
More cheers than boos greeted
the President at. the airport hut
the signs wer•• about even. Some
rt'ad, "God Bless Nixon" and
"Hang In There, Dick." Others
read, "Impeach The Crook," and
"If Yo11 Love Us, Leave Us."
The campaign trip, Nixon's fit·st
since 1972, was paid for by the
Republican National Committeo>,
and viewed as a 1·1'fcrendum of his
popularity since the revelations of
Watergate. Sparling invited Nixon
to Michigan to give the President a
chanc1• to ~alw his own cas\' to tlw
li~. Smm• GOP l<•ad<•rs would

have pt·ef<'tT!'d thai Nixon st<Jy
hom<'.
Sparling arrang<•d a motmcadP
swe<'p through a string of small
villages and towns in llw thumb
area that has lt·adili<mally givC"n its
rmal cOilS('rvativ(' vote to lhP
Republicans. Tlw al'(•a is a
p<>ninsula that juts into Lake
Hut·on about SO mil<•s not"lh of
Detroit.
Nixon was nwt by Gov. William
G. Millik<•n, Spading and his wi r.,,
and assistant SC"nal!• RC"publiean
leacl<'l' Robert: Gl"i rfin.
:;.:,..;;;;.;,::;.;;,;
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Grifl'in has thrown his political
weigh l b" hi n cl tl1 <' Sparling
campaign in I'PC<'nl days and his

sl<tffNs havp been in t.be district
h<>lping prepare for the
presidPnt.ial swing .•
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Spring into Summer!
Stop by and look at our selection of
3, 5. and 1 0-speeds-From 79.95
featuring

BICYCLES

The handmade bicycle from France
And introducing the TAKARAJapan's finest cycle.

The Bike Shop, Inc.
823 Yale S.E.
842-9100
Sporting Goods

Hours
Mon·Sat 9:30-6

~

, 'Unbor·n Child' C.rows On· You

".%
00

S&C Show Stoture

"UNBORN CHILD"
Seals & Crofts
(Warner Bros./WS2761)

* *
By JEFFREY

U. Publishes 3
The career of an American
humorist, a look at life in Taos,
and the reissue of a history of the
Great Salt Lake are three new
publications from the UNM Press.
The three books are: "Starring
Robert Benchley: Those
Magnificent Movie Shorts" by
Robert Redding; "A Taos
Mosaic" by Claire Morrill; and the
reissued "The Great Salt Lake" by
Dale Morgan.
Robert Redding, who teaches
American Studios at California
State University, wrote "Starring
Robert Benchley" as a result of
research he did for his doctoral·
thesis at UNM. Redding traces the
career of Benchley, whose popular
comedy shorts delighted
American moviegoers of the
1930s and 1940s. Benchley's film
lectures on "How to Behave,"
"How to Eat," or "The Romance
of Digestion," as well as those in
which he created the role of
fumbling, ineffectual Joe Doakes,

started a classic genre of American
humor.
The Dallas Morning News says
Claire Morrill's "A Taos Mosaic"
is "one of those always hoped-for
and so rarely met-with treasures."
The book reports on varied
aspects of the small New Mexico
town that has been the home of
celebrities ranging from D. H.
Lawrence to Dennis Hopper. Ms.
Morrill, a former newspaper
editor, moved to Taos 25 years
ago to start a bookstore.
"A Taos Mosaic" captures the
flavor of life in the Taos Valley.
· Dale Morgan's classic "The
Great Salt Lake'' traced the
history of one of America's most
unusual and least known lakes.
Out of print for many years, the
UNM Press has reissued the book
in paperback and clothbound. In
his review of the first edition of
the book, Bernard DeVoto called
it "the only authoritative book
ever published about the Great
Salt Lake."

*
HUDSON

Seals and Crofts have once
again produced an albuin of
unmatched beauty. Their
perfectly arranged melancholy
melodies will again add up to a
number of Top 40 hits that will
last a long time on the charts.
Such songs as ''Big Mac,"
although not about a hamburger is
a moody truck driving song about
a hitchhiker running away from
his responsibilities; it will create a
lasting effect.
They show more of their Texas
roots in "20 Years from Texas."
"Follow Me" has a curious
melody passage that tags along
after the lyrics, On "Dance by the

Light of the' Moon" the lyrics
adhere to the melody line striking
a familiarity to a Frank Zappa
arrangement; the addition of a
furious instrumental interlude
gives the song depth.
The growth of their faith in
Baha'u'laha is witnessed in their
song "Desert People": "Farther
along we '11 be at ease /The world
will be free from disease/The Most
Great Peace will come/And all
mankind will be one." .
The song "Unborn Child," if
you don't know by now, is an
anti-abortion song. "Oh, unborn
child, if you only knew? /Just
what your momma is planning to
do." The song was not written by
Seals and Crofts (it was written by
Lana Bogan), but the music was.
This particular song, the first

Fonanta, series story editor and
script writer, as guest of honor.

"sing·alongs and sea chanties."
Filling in will be Dueto de los
Feos with Mexican-American folk
music, and country and folk artist
Cam King.
The Great Escape serves pizza,
cheeses, and a variety of
non-alcoholic beverages.
Admission is free to UNM
students.

The GSA semi·annual Jlarty will be
held Sat., April 20, 6•11 p.m. at the
l•'raternal Order of Police Boys' Camp,
2800 Decker NW. Band 7·11-The
Red, White and mue Rhythm and
Blues Band. Cheap wine and beer.
Bring own picnic lunch.
The next GSA Council meeting is
Mon., April 15, 7 p.m. in Rm. 129,
SUB• .
Mcetbtg of Fiesta Committee, FrL,
April 12 at 3:30 p.m. in Rm. 230 of
the SUB. Everybody welcome.
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singles rele<~se from the album, is
losing them a lot if airplay.
With or without the moral
implications of this song, Seals
and Crofts' musical contributions
continue to grow in stature and
splendor.

Gene Roddenberry and his wife
Majel Barrett (Nurse Chapel in the
series) will be special guests.
Special features of "Equicon
'74" will include live-action and
animated episodes of "Star Trek,"
an auction of series memorabilia,
a futuristic fashion show, exhibits
of "Star Trek" art and props, a
banquet and a "Star Trek"

'ESC~pe' ~~meS AttiStS 6c~o~nviein~t~io~n~·~w~ini·~h~~~t~D~·~c~·~·~·s;t;ar~T~r~e~k;''~cri~;t;m~·p;ro~d~u~ce~r~ciosit;~;e;c~~~n~~~t~-~~~~~
The Great Escape coffeehouse,
in rooJll 128 of the SUB, has
announc'ed its entertainers for this
weekend.
The Couple, who specialize in
sort popular ballads, will be
featured Friday night, with jazz
duo John Cohen and Dave Smith
filling in during breaks.
Saturday night the headliner
will be Chris Orrall, purveyor of

~

t:l

'Stat Ttek' Fans Hit L.A.
6000 "Star Trek" fans are
expected to gather at the Marriott
Ho te I near :Los An ge I es
International Airport .Apr. 12·14
to enjoy the largest collection of
"Star Trek" memorabilia and stars
assembled since the completion of
that series.
"Equicon '74," the second
annual West Coast "Star Trek"

z

Over $400 Each Month
During Your Senior Year
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Many Depts.JhVO!VediH'New c·oLJf~es··

When a university begins a new
-...
~
course
in something like Ethnic
Po
-:t: Studi.es, Computer Science, or
0 Clinical Nutrition, many different
.g depart men t s must get
,..;; involved-and the result often is
:>, confusing, complicated, and slow.
<;:
It's a problem affecting not only
Q
ed\lcation,
buL big business
0
nationwide.
">: A professOI' at the UNM School
.....01 of Medicine, Dr. Francis N.
::: LeBaron, plans to devote all of
01
next yeat· studying ways to make
:z: such
"interdisciplinary" teachh1g
gi
a success.
g>,
LeBaron, chairman of the
0..
medical school's Department of
Biochemistry, has been granted a
year's sabbatical leave by the
Regents of the University.
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No HOlt Ill'

If you're, interested, stop by and talk
to your Navy Information Team April
1.1 and 1 2 at the Mesa Vista Placement Center, or telephone 766-2335.
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departmental lines, involving
several deans. For example, the
medical school needs to set up a
Clinical Nutrition Program-and it
will involve several nwdical
depal"tmenls as wt>ll as the
dietetics section of the Home
Economics Departnwni. Such
changes involv<' not just. n~:w
organizational stl"llctures, but also
in !Np<.>rsonal relati 0118"-som<.>ti mes
we must each let somt>!h ing go, in
order to gain. So W(' must leaw
new ways to makt• such changPs
e ffectiv<>."
LeBaron, a member of· Uw
UNM medical faculty sine!' early
in the school's d<>Vl'lopm<.>nt in
1964, has served on llw g<.>neral
UNM curdcula connnittc!', is
chuil·man of Lh<> Nutrition
Improvement P1·ogram, and a

New Computer Has An Ego
"Please do not try to fool me
I'm only a dumb machine," read
the terse computer statement
adding ''I know your zip code i~
not to be found in Albuquerque."
This response comes from a
new computer program just
developed by the Division of
Government Research at the
University of New Mexico and
reveals a slightly sassy disposition
when information sought from it,
exceeds its programmed capacity.
Despite the ego built in this
new program, it does provide
some useful in formation for
Albuquerque voters who would
like to know their city council
district.
The computer also announces
the council candidates and polling
places for each district.
The person responsible for this
new addition of computermania
at UNM is Bob Anderson,
program specialist for the Division
of Government Research of U1e
Institute for Social Research and
Development.
This latest creation of his was a
brainstorm that took him about a
weekend to develop.
All that is needed to activate
the program is a zip code, says
Anderson. The program works
something like this:
"The Division of Government
Research is happy to help you
determine which city council
district you live in. Also, we will
list the candidates and if you
wish, polling places for your
district," announces the
computer.
Then it asks that a zip code be
provided.
Cordially, it says, "Thank
you," and begins a series of
inquiries to determine the
appropriate district number. Once

Minimum Math
and
Physics Required

SAT. APRIL 13th
FOUR SEASONS COTTILLION ROOM
6:00P.M. BUFFET DINNER 7.50 ea.

Beginning next July, he will be
studying "techniques of
organi za tiona! design and
development" as a visitit1g schola1·
at the Sloan School or
Management, and also will attend
seminars at Massachusetts
Institute of Technology and at
Harvard Graduate School of
Business Administration.
His sabbatical year's work is
being financed by a b'rant or
$12,175 from the National Fund
fOl" Medical Education, a group
which feels that it is "vi tally
necessary to support medical
education" and whose long-range
purpose is "to enable doctors to
give better care to people." ·
"So often," LeBaron said,
"today's new cout·ses cross

it is started, the comput!'r
automatically lists counci 1
candidates.
The computer then will ask if it
can provide the inquirer with a list
of polling places. If the answer is
affirmative, it rapidly prints out
that information and end its
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Lunches Daily at OKIE'S
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Draft Beer & Hot Sandwich $1
11-2 p.m.
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FOR SALE
3,500. (lirnl)
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1938 Buick
Eight passenger liliwusinc with
jump scats. divider glas<,, and
side m(lunts. A superb mad car.
New paint and rebuilt Mruight
ciglH engine. Extra parh and
I ires includ••d.

If you can find us
you deserve it.
Fri. 12:00 to 5:00
Once in a life time
spring special.
.. .-aro ' ~ r.......
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CJre~ 'Jior6 8tiJta '1.

106-B Cornell, S.E.
Rear Entrance
268-2300
(Deliveries not included)
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narrative by announcing Uw
election date.
The full program is t·uoming on
an experimental basis at the
University, Anderson said.

engineering from Massachusetts
Institute of Technology in 1944,
his M.A in biochemistry from
Boston University in 1948, and
his doetorate in that rield from
Harvard University in 1951.

member of th<> executive
committee of the state chapter of
Sigma Xi, an honorary group of
multidisciplinary sci en tis Is .
He is the first president of the
American Socit•ty for
Neumclwmistt·y, a gro11p which
bi"Ought more than 200 scientists
to Alb11qucrqu<' from thE' United
Slates, Canada, Mexico, SwcdC'n,
and England for their
on~anizational nwt'ting four ypars
ago.
II<> rect•ived his B.S. in clwmical

.L1stenLafayet~J~~cs
to us, you can't go wrong.

2 ALBUQUERQUE STORES
SANDIA PLAZA
Candelaria & Juan Tabo 294-4422
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Lomas & San Pedro 2SS·9933
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Loho Hpnrts Editol'

'l'lw Albuqu<'>'qll<' Duhs st1·uek
two
inning~ ;1gainst Lobo starl~1· Rich
Olson lnst night at the Sports
Stadium and held on to win 11·7,
tlwir s<•eond vkto•·y oV<'r UNM in
m; man~· ni !(h ts.
B<• !'or<' the 238 people in
:1t tt•ndanc<> could •·ealize just how
cold it w:1s, the Dukes (who were
the "visitors") had pushed five
runs acl·oss. 'IlH' Pacific Coast
Club scored Uu·ee more in the
second to somd the Dukes well on
lh ei r way to a seventh win
wi lhout a defeat in the series with
the Lobos, That's whell many of
the people knew it was cold
enough and left.
UNM, 0·3 in WAC Southern
Division play, will try its luck
against Arizona State in a three
game series beginning Friday at
Tempe. 'Il1e Lobos have lost seven
games in a row, nine if you count
the ex hi bi tion games with the
Dukes. What proceeds there were
from the two games go to the
UNM athletic fund.
'The big blow in the Dukes first
was a 420 foot homerun over the
centerfield fence by designated
hitter Lee Robinson. 'The first
Albuquerque run in the opening
frame came on a Bill Piskorski
error, the first of two for him and
the first of six for the Lobos. 'The
second run scored on a Gary
Stewart pass ball, one of two
charged to the Lobo catcher.
Robinson knocked in the other
three with his towering
roundtripper.
UNM filled the bases by way of
a hit and two walks by Duke
starter Greg Heydeman in their
half of the first, but Heydeman
struck out Piskorski to end the
for l'ight runs in tlw first

Lobo Box

thrPat. 111en in ihe second, Olson
never gol an out. Bobby Rand~IJ
w;1lkcd to lead things off and
Chm·lie Manuel followed with a
homer to l'ight. After an enor and
a walk, Olson exi!.l'd and Don
Junick took over. Junick gave up
a run-producing hit to Robinson
before a doubleplay and strikeout
got him out of the inning.
Trailing 8·0 and seemingly out
of it, UNM put together a five·run
rally in the bottom of the second
when Heydeman had trouble with
his control. Lloyd Thompson Jed
off with a hit and the first five
UNM batters that inning either
got a single or walk against
Heydeman. Then Phil Keller took
the mound and he walked Mike
Pettenuzzo and gave· up an RBI
single to Stewart before retiring
tJ1e Lobos.
After that uprising the Lobos
were held to four singles by
Keller, Stan Wall, and Bernie
Beckman until the ninth. Trailing
11•5 going into last chance time,
UNM loaded the bases on a
tenuzz9J ",an . . . . ,.o.:,;:.:;;

For your convenience Western
Liquors will be open Sat.
nights till 12:00 midnight.

Good IIIU6ie, GNtL

~eepee.

Number 35 Winrock

Good

~'liw.

298-7811

Cat Stevens Tickets

,_
(Photo by

Bill Piskorski, the best 5· 7 hitter
on the Lobo team, grabs a pop
fly in last night's 11·7 loss to the
Dukes. With' a .330 batting
average, Bill is actually the third
top UNM hitter of any size so
far this season.

Faculty-Student
Tennis Tourney
Coming Soon

Olson (loss)
Juniek
Adair

ip
1*
3
2

h
7
2
1

'There is no en try fee and balls
will be provided for the spring
intramural tennis competition
which opens next week on the
UNM courts. There will be two
tournaments-the one for students
begins April 18, the on!!' for
faculty and staff begins April 19.
The entry deadline for both
tournaments is Monday, April 15
and the entries should be turned
in at the intramural office-room
230 Johnson Gym. There will he
singles, doubles, and mixed
doubles at all skill levels. Only
varsity tennis players are
excluded.
r cr bb so
The tournament draws will be
8 G 1 1
posted
April 17 in the Johnson
0 0 1 1
Gym lobby.
0 0 1 0

Miller

2

2

1

1

0

1

Miltenberger
1 2 2
*4 batters in 2nd.
WP-Oison, PB-Stewart (2),
Attendance-238.

2

1

0

UNM !!itching

Try Nectarose. The perfect
wine for Easter. Sampling
with superb cheeses from
Hickory Farms. Fri. 2:30 to
6:00, and Sat. 1 :00 to 6:00.

will be an sale

"f.

Alb, Dukes
ab r h rbl
Henry Cruz cf
6 1 3 3
Bobby Randall 2b
5 1 0 0
Charlie Manuel rl
6 2 2 2
Terry McDermo~t 3b 4 2 1 0
Orlando Alvarez If
5 1 1 0
Lee Robinson dh
5 1 3 4
P.R. PoweU c
5 0 1 0
Wayne Burney lb
4 1 1 0
Ivan DeJesus ss
5 2 2 0
Totals
45 11 14 9
Error..-DeJesus (2), PoweU DP·1, Left
on base 10, Cruz, Powell, HR-Manuel,
Alvarez,. SB-cruz, DeJesus.
Dukes pitching ip
h r er hb so
Hcydeman
1*
3 5 5 5 2
KeUer
2
20011
WaU (win)
3
2 0 0 0 3
Beckman
2
10002
O'Brien
1
2 2 1 1 0
Wild pitch-Heydeman (3), Passed
bati-PoweU. '
• 5 batt.,rs in 2nd
UNM
ab r h rbl
Art DeLaO 2b
3 1 1 0
Ron Adair l&p
1 1 0 1
Joe Pistano ph
1 0 0 0
John CifcJii dh
1 0 0 0
Ron Ogle lb
1 0 0 0
Mike Pettenuzzo rf
3 1 1 0
Gary Stewart dh·lb
5 1 2 1
Jan South If
3 0 0 1
BiU Piskorskl 3b
:j 0 0 0
Alan Hunter 3b
1 0 0 0
Lloyd Thompson ss
3 1 2 0
Mark Hiller ss
2 0 2 2
Mike Delmonico tf
4 1 1 o
Ron Smith c
5 1 1 1
'l'otals
36 7 10 6
Errors-Piskorski (Z), Thompson (2),
Pettenu?zo, R, Smith, DP-1, Left on
bas~11, S~"'-South.

ShOl'tstop Ivan DeJesus, and a
walk to Alan Hunter. Mark Hiller
knocked in two runs with a hot
shot past the sh01·tstops before
the fifth Duke pitcher, Bobby
O'Brien, could get the Lobos out.
The Dukes had scored two runs
of their own in the top half of the
ninth on Hem·y Cruz' two-run
double, and one back in the
seventh on a single and stolen base
by DeJesus and a Cruz single.
LOBO LEADERS:
Average-Mike Pettcnuzzo (,392),
Mike Delmonico (.34.8), Bill
Piskorski (.330), Alan Hunter
(.326), Ron Adair (.318),
Hits-Pettenuzzo (47), Piskorski
(32). Runs-Mark Hiller (31),
Pettenuzzo (24). HR-Pettenuzzo
( 5 ), Lloyd Thompson (2).
Triples-Pettenuzzo (8),
Delmonico (5). DoublesPettenuzzo (8), Gary Stewart (8),
Stolen bases-Hiller (9),
Pettenuzzo (5).
Pitching record-Don Junick
(4·0), Don Miller (3·1), Ron Adair
( 3· 2 ), Rich Olson (3·2),
ERA-Doug Johnson (2.70),
Adair ( 4.14 ), Mi lie r (4,20).
IP-Olson (411/3), Johnson (40),
Adiar ( 37 ). Strikeouts-Kent
Seaman (27), Jim Weber (25),
Games-Junick (10), Weber (9),
Walks-Adair (23), Weber (20).

eASTeR .SPeC9A.C

HIKING &
BACKPACKING

Friday. April 12

It am SUB Ticket Office
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Tracksters Rela-y In Texas

Frank Joseph began decathlon
action yesterd;~y and ten other
,..:~
UNM tr;~cksters will compete this
:;.., Saturday in the Texas relays at
r.= Austin.
•
8 "There will be between 50·100
8 teams there," UNM track coach
·~
Hugh Hackett said, "All the teams
:;;; from the Big Eight and Southwest
conferences will be there. About
~ 40 different teams compete in the
Z university division, and there is
,.; also a college division and a high
"" school division."
g:,
The Texas relays are the first of
&:! three major relay meets that the
Lobos will enter during the 197 4
season. April 20, Hackett's
cinder men are in the Kansas relays
at Lawrence, and May 25 UNM
goes to the California relays at
Modesta.
The versatile Joseph, a junior
from Albuquerque, is seeing his
first collegiate decathlon
competition. He has competed in
four of the ten events that make
up the decathlon this season. In
the high jump he has gone .6· 6, in

.g

the long jump he has leaped
21·11 %, in the javelin he has a
toss of 185·9, and his best high
hurdles clocking is :15.2 'll1e
other <lVCnts arc the 110; 400, and
1500 meters along with the shot,

discus, and pole vault.
Hackett has entries in thl'£>0
other individual events along with
teams in both the 880 and mile
relays. School rccm·d holde•·
Ingemar Jemberg will enter the
pole vault with an outdoor best
this season of 16·8, an inch shy of
his UNM mark set last year.
Robert Nance, a freshman from
Prividence, R.I., will be a double
entrant for the Lobos-competing
in both the 440 yard intermediate
hurdles and the long jump. He ran
and leaped his way to a :54.8 in
the hurdles last week and his best
official performance in the 1ong
jump is 23·7%. In UNM's
triangular win over Air Force and
Northerll' Arizona, Nance had a
wind·aided 25·0'h.
Joining Nance in the hurdles
will be sophomore Melvin Powers

with a 1974 best of :53,6 and a.
career best of :52.2. Hackett will
ente1· Elliott Skinner, F1•ed James,
Matt Henry and Miehael Solomon
in the mile relay. UNM has I'Un
the mile relay in 3:16 lhis season
with Jam~s running in Skinner's
place. Hack~lt said he felt his
team could go under 3:10.
The Lobo quartet in ilw 8RO
relay will lK' Wall H<>n dN·son,
Chris GlovN, Joe LnPm·t<:>, and
Solomon.
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The Cultural Program Committee

Netters Go West

AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HALL

With their first year number
one player now rated as one of
the favorites to win a WAC
championship in May, UNM's
tennis team hits the road to
California and Arizona this week
for an extended tour of top
western schools.
Coach Joe Ferguson's netters
split with Arizona and Colorado
last weekend, losing to the
defending WAC champs, 7·2, and
routing the Big Eight school, 7·1.
There was reason for Ferguson to
smile even while his team was in
the process of falling to the
Wildcats.
Freshman Brad Coleman
stunned two time WAC singles
champ Rand Evett of Arizona last
Friday, 1·6, 7·6, 6·2. '11mt
impressive win established
Coleman as a definite threat to
the number one singles title when
the conference championships are
held in Albuquerque May 10·11.
Coleman, now &2 will alternate
with senior Hernando Aguirre in
the top and second spots during
UNM's road swing. 'The Lobos
play at San Diego State Saturday
to open the tour. Monday they
will play Cal State-Long Beach
and Tuesday it's Redlands

AT THE UNIVERSITY 011 NEW MEXICO

present

LUIS RIVERA

SPANISH DANCE .COMPANY
MARTA CASTILLO
WITHSINGER

,..
MORAIMA MUNOZ

DOMINGO ALVARADO

FEATURING THE RENOWNED FLAMENCO GUITARIST

EMILIO PRADOS
....

"VIRTUOSITY"
Anna K1sselgotf. Nnt Yorll' Tlme:s

..BRILLIANT"

\

"ANOTHER STAR •••
ANOTHER STATISTIC
IN DANCE HISTORY"
Greer Johnson.

1624 Eubank Blvd. NE
292-1188

Cu~

Macarlnt

Saturday, April 13, 1974
Tickets 5.00, 4.50, 4.00, 3.50, 3.00
UN M students % price

Telephone 2 77-3121
open
10:00am-8;00pm Mon.-Fri.
9:00am-6:00pm Sat.
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The Anatomy
of Excellence
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"fbrs~hn~ lor ~~n \no~ bO sbr!ibwhal new

Increase~

UNM Secretarial Employes To Receive Pay
liN:\! clPI'kHI and lH'CI'vlal'ial
t•mployPs will I'PC't>i\'(' an avl•rag9
pay incl't'lll>t' ol' 11.8 P('l' cvnt
anmwlly, slm•lingJuly 1.
Pl•n;otHH'I Din>ctm Philip Alal'icl
said "Th<' ll<'W PHY scale makes
llNl\1 compt•titive with
Albuque1·quePublicSchools,the
city, stnt(' ~u1d comparable private
industry positions."
A ll(lW t'omlttla consolidates all
· I an<I sc>cre t ana
· I pos1·rtons
cl c>l'tca
into sevon pay grades with eight
pay St<'ps, and reduces the existing
72 "job titles" to only hine.
AI a l'i d, and Ray Barnard,
Assistant Director of Personnel,
said tlw plan will eliminate
inl'quities genl'rally, and simplify
·
' wm· 1< m
· compensa t'Ion
supervtsm·s
an d promo t'10n o f· emp I oyes.

Each July 1, beginning in 1975,
now on payroll, the anniVersary
the a dministl'at;ion will review
date will be considered as July 1,
economic factors such as local
annually, beginning in 1975.
salaries, cost of living and .
Those hired after July 1,1974,
availability of funds to determine(_. will have the date of employment
whether the new Master Salary
as their anniversary date.
Scheduleshouldbeadjusted.
Promotions, ordemotions,will
Separate, merit increases will
taketheemployetothesamestep
not be automatic> but will depend
within the new grade as he or she
on the recommendation of the
held in the fot·mer grade.
appropriate supervisors and on
Shift differentials also are
· provt"d e.d m
·
administrative approval. Ment
t h e new wage an d
raises normally will take the
administration plan. Employes
employe to the next step of the
who work a majority of their
same job grade. Those who have
hours between 4:30 p.m. and
been in the same classification for
midnight will receive four per cent
three years may be considered for
additional. Those working a
a double·steph·1'.ke.··
ma]'ority of hours between
Merit raises will come on the
midnight and 8 a.m. will receive
f
k
'
anniversary date o · the wor ers s
an a dd't"
1 10na1 8 per cen t sh'ft
1
)
d"ff
t' I
empl~_yment. F•or UNM emp_o:r,;::~_....;..l_
. ..;.e..;.l'e_I..;.l_l..;.a_.__________
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CLASSIFIED
Rates; 10¢ per word per day with a
$1.00 per day minimum charge, or 6¢
per word per day with a 60¢ per day
minimum charge for ads published five
or more consecutive days.
Terms: Payment must be maqe In full

BLUETAIL IS ROCK 'N' ROLL. Call 243·
4973 or 265·0860 or 255·6250
4/19
WRITERS NEEDED: New Mexico Daily
Lobo. Apply In penon at the Lobo, room
158 of Student Publlcatlona.
PREGNANT AND~ED~H--EL_P
__
?~Y~o-u
have friends who care at Birthright.
2·'7~9819.

IT JS DANGEROUS to know, but it is
more dangc:rous not to know. We don't
have nil tl1e answers, but maybe together,
we ran try to find some solutions.
AGOnA 277·3013.
4/12
FLEA MARKET I! On the Mall, Wednesday, April 17. Apply now, limited tables
available, 50c charge. Call 277.5605 or
come to Room 248, SUD. Consumer Affairs.
4/12
LA PUERTA DE .LOS NlNOS bns openings £or £ulll·time daycarc. 344·61iG9. 4/12
WILDERNESS EXPER-IENCES - FOR
young people. Backpacking, survival,
travel, coed. Write or cnll Jim Stewart,
li28 Lorna Hermosa NW, Albuquerque,
NM. 87105. Phone 247·8231i. Slide abow
o£ wilderness trips from Canada to tbc
Grand Canyon. Come and meet U!i and
find out tlbout our program. Thursday,
Avril 11. 7:30 Pl\i, Unitarian Church,
3701 Carlisle NE.
4/11
HAVE YOU signed the PJRG petition 1
It may be the most important thing you
do 113 a student.
4/12
WHY GO TO COOK'S and pay more? We
have Tennis equipment, Paddle ball stuff
and other IIPortintt ~toods-always on
special. THE BIKE SHOP. 823 Yale SE.
tfn
842·9100,

LOST&FOUND

2J

LOST: Saxophone mouth-plcee, needed
.
4/17
badly, Please call 268.9026.
MISSING- FROM Dr. M~dford'l'l office desk
at Student Health-white & yellow gold
4/23
wedding band. Reward.
DOG LOST-~~nr ti~iver'slty, brown medi~
size male with cut·otT tall wearing flea
collar and blue bandana, name Lnyback
Lennie. We Jove him would likehim back.
Call Steve, nights 266·6789, 214 Princeton SE.
4/12
FOUND: ONE EARRING for pierced ears
at Yale &: Cornell. Identify and claim in
Journalism Room. 206.
FOUND: Coin pume containing keys and
moneg at Stanford a: Sliver. Identify a:
elaim. rm 206 Journa.llml.

SERVICES

3)

prior to insertion of advertisement.
Where: Journalism Building, l~oom 205,
cr bv mail
Clnssified Advertising
UNM P.O. Dox 20
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

4)

PERSONALS

ll

ADVERTISING

LESSONS GIVEN IN Classieal Guitar.
Call 247·3106 between 6 a: 6 PM. 4/12
LANDSCAPING It LAWN maintenance.
Low monthly rates. Call 898-9011, 8439431.
4/!!l
LOW CAR INSURANCE 1'ate!l for married
students. Call 298·5491 and ask for Dick
Alexander,
4/12
HAUL your junk qufck. An)' toad, any road.
e'all Seth anytime, 281·6862,
.&/2
LEGAL SERVICES. UNJI Law School
Clinical Protrram ofrerw legal aervlea
for 11tudents and ataf!. Furnished by
qualified Jaw studenta under faeultJ IIU•
t~ervlslon. Avallablllt)' limited to those
whose BS!eta and Income do not exeeed
et~tabllahed . guldelfnet~. GO~ rerlstratlon
fee. Call 277·2913 or 2'77-3604 for In•
formation and appolntme~~ta. Sponsored
bY Assoeiated Studenta of UNM.
Un
IMAGES-PORTRAIT, PASSPORT, ap.
plleatlon phototrrapha. Close, qulek, aane.
2312·A Central SE. Behind Butterftelds.
266-99&'7.
1/8

FOR

RENT

PASSl'ORT, IDENTIFICATION photos.
Lowest prices In town. fast, plellliJng,
(\jear UNM. Call 265·2444 or come to
l717 Girard N.E.
HAVE YOU DEEN OVERCHARGED?
Gotten an Inferior product? or bad service? or havln« trouble with your landlord 1 If so, call CONSUMER AFFAffiS
at 277-5605 or come into room 248 in the
SUD between 12:30-4:30. We can help
you 1 Research and Consumer Affairs.
4/23
------------------------~
NEW APTS-Zuni Princess, 1-bedroom
furnishe1l inc!ude1 free utilities, rc£ri~
eratcd nir. full bnth with shower, $137/
mo. 7301 Zuni SE. 268-6309.
4/19
TWO &-THREE, bd·r~ ho~es. Nenr UNI\1
& downtown. 242·7814.
4/,!:?
ONE, Two-;-&"TiiREE room efficiencies
furni9hcd. Ncar downtown & UNM. 2427ll14.
4/19
~
NW VALLEY-Three room cottage, May
20 thru Aus:. 20. Yard, garden, house
plants. 344-4849.
4/16
TUREE.~BDRM ~HOUSE NE. 1:s,!J bat11s,
garage. 266-4541.
4/15
KACHiNA iiOUSE-2 blocks uN?.r:--1
hllrm, 2 bdrm inclmlcs utilltl('s, $11i0,
$1!10. 30ll!!~ar~ll.· 320 Unrvnrd. 4/15
ROOMS FOR RENT during summer on
campus-247-0065 after 6:00 pm. 4112
TO SHARE: Lnrgc two-bedroom apartment, 1 V:! miles from UNM, furnished
except for your room, prefer female. $75/
mo. lnclude3 utilities (nogotinblc). Call
early mornings or late evenings, 265-4580.
4n2
·

·----

l<'OU SALE

PIANO, UPRIGHT. $275. Also church
hymnal collec_t~.?~·-~1!!~~~~8. •
4(!!i
AKC UEGJS'l'ERED Labrador Retriever
puppies, $75 after 6; 00 :vm. 842-5482.
4/15
"12 LAFAYETTE 525 23 channel, PA
outside speaker, antenna $100. Gorden,
4/15
242-9938. 11:30-2:00.
1071 CAMARO, low mileage, automatic, air,
custom inte!l~r~ ~o.'!tact 2_~8·41197. 4/12
CLOTHING FROM 1900-1940, Antique
quilts, £ur11iture, photographica. The Silver Sunbeam Antiques. 3409 Central NE.
4/16
TURQUOISE & DIAMONDS act in gold.
Unusual engagement and wedding rings.
Charly Romero. 268-3896.
5/3
BICYCLES, BICYCLES. 3, 5 & 10 speeds,
from $79.95. Stop by & look at our new
Japanese Takaras. THE BIKE SHOP,
823 Yala SE, 842-9100.
tfn
1973 4-wh!!cl drive GMC Jimmy skid plates.
heavy duty suspension, 4-specd power
disc brakes, $3950 or best offer. 766·1i249,
4/11
WJIII.E THEY LAST. Back issues of the
Daily Lobo nrc sold Cor 10¢ each In Student Publlrations nuslneaB Office room
205. J ournallsm Building.
(j)
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President Heady will hold a rap
session on April 11 in the New Mexico
Union lobby from 2·3 p.m.
Students
Governor
will for
have Boston
a meetingWitt
at :for
6 30
Thurs., April 11, in Rm. 250·E of the
SUB. Everyone ill welcome.
Important meeting of Albq, Boycott
Committee Thurs., at 7:30 in Chicano
Studies, 1815 Roma N.E. Everyone is
welcome.
Philosophy discussion on the topic
"Can Sltcpticism be Refuted?". The
public is invited-FJ:i., April 12 from
3:30·4:45 p.m. in Hodgin 301.
An Environmental Forum for
candidates for Mayor will be held
Thurs., April 11 at 7:30 p.m. in the
Anthropology Lecture Hall. Candidates
will answer questions. The forum is
free and open to the public.

Administrative Secretary; Grade J-.;1
Executive Secretary. The ~
distinction between !(Clerical ~
Specialist" and "Staff Secretat·y" !;;>~
or "Department Secretary" in ~
1Grades IV and V is that the staff ;::;·
secretary must be able to take o
dictation or type from a~
recording.
~.

VII,

'<"'

The Great Escape Coffee House will
be open
Fri and Sat. from 7 p.m. to
12 p.m. Featuring "The couple" Fri.,
April 12, with ,John Cohen and Dave
Smith. Sat., April 13, sing along with
Chris Orran, Dueto De Los Feos, and
f~~ King. Admission is free with UNM
Students who are planning to talte
their fi¥st math course at UNM are
•
required to take the Math~matics
Department
Placement
tests,
to 19,
be
gt'ven
·n the KIVA
on Fri.,
April
1
2:30·4:30. Tests will be graded and
advisement given on the spot so
students will know how to register.
NCHO will have a meeting 8:00p.m.
Thurs., April 11 at Chicano Studies.
Members of the dance committee
especially should attend. We invite any
interested Chicanas and Chicanos.
The Wagon Wheels Square Dance
Club will dance tonight Thurs., April
11, from 7·9 p.m. in Rm. 176 of
Johnson Gym. Everyone is welcome.
No P<!rtners arc required.
There will be a meeting of the
Albuquerque Boycott Committee
today, Thurs., April 11, at 7:30p.m. at
Chicano Studies.

s

Peter Montague, faculty advisor for
PIRG, will speak ·on relationship of
geology to Public Interest Research on
'fhurs., April 11 in Rm. 122 of the
Geology Building at 11:30 a.m.

-Nnv M~:x·c

The I.uis Rivera Spanish Dance Co.
will conduct a lecture demonstration
or their art in Pop<>joy Hall at 3:30
p.m. this I•'ri., April 12. Admission is
free. Thl•y will perform Cor the public
on Sat., April 13 at 8:15 p.m. in
i>opejoy. UNM students with activity
card may purchase tickets at half pr~ce.

!.iv1• M•1in1• l.uhslt•rs
Frt·~h S1•a fund
Fn·~h Fwz,.n
fund
VVhnl!"•••h• · Hc•l.itl

s,.,,
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GARAGE SALE. Real bargains. Comer o£
Silver and
Cedar, Th.,
F., S.
4/12
,_,_,.. ..
....._
HOUSE-SIT'? Dependable studant will care
for your nome during summer. 344-7112.
4/16
DACliSUND female 4 month!!, Spayed,
all shots. Free to good home. 266-6869.
~-

4/15

GOATHEADS GOTCHA DOWN? Thorn.
proof tUbt!!!, $6.00 pair. Installed thru
April. TUE BlKE SHOP, 823 Yale SE.
842-9100.
ttn
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GOVINDA
April 11 8-11 PM

SUB Ballroom
$1 p~rson $1.50 couple A.Y.C.

...
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SEE SCANDINAVIA CHEAP!
Audubon Wildlife Film

IS

''Scandinavian Saga

Back

II

Scenery, Birds & Animals from
Norway, Finland, Sweden, Denmark

THE MALTESE FAlCON
8:45

Tuesday, April 16, 7:30PM
Popejoy Hall
$1 .00 student admission
. __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,_,_ _ _ _
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The Cultural Program Committee

r

IFi1

AND THE ASSOCIATED STUDENTS

POPEJOY HAI,.L
AT THI<: UNIVERSITY O'F NEW

~tEXiCO

Presents

The Luis Rivera Spanish Dance Company

li---~.:ft41~1
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Hove you signed
the PIRG petition?

MISCELLANEOUS

FOR SALE

GREAT DIRT BIKE 70 Yamaha 260-MX,
$375. excellent running condition, 2479945.
4/12
BICYCLES: Lowest pric:t!!! in New Mexic:o
on amateur & professional bikes. 843·
9378.
4/16
1973 MAZDA STATIONWAGON. Must
sell, below book. 277-3129 or 296-3114.
Judy.
4/16
HAMMOND c-a, (B-3 In church cabinet)
dollies included. $1100, 293·6546.
4/15
EUROPEAN HEALTH SPA membership.
$16.61 a month Cor one year, plus one
year tree. Call 2_6_6._40_9_5_.~-.,...--~
LIGHTWEIGHT, 10-speed, racing and/or
tourintt bicycle. Used one rear, good
llhaJ)e. 765•6626 .after 6 :00 pm.
4/16
BACKPACKERS - come insvect New
Mexico's most complete selection . of
equiJiment e.t .Baek Countey Sports, 2.(21
San Pedro NE. 266·8113.
li/3

s

GENERAl, OFFICE and re~eptionist.
Want wnrm, sensitive type of woman
who likes people. 1'YP«l 60 wpm. Flexible hours, Also some small detail work
for a•;sorintcs. Salary commensurate with
alJilit)•. and <>Xperience. Send Resume to
P.O. Box 8027.
4/lG
CIMARRONCITA DOYS CAMP interviewing for summer jobs, . Need counselors
to instruct swimming land sports, nnd
tennis. For appointment, call 242-3448.
4/15

,.-

BOSQUE Pl,AZA APARTMENTS. Adobe
Style-1 & 2 Bds. Furn. & Unfurn.Utlllties included. Pool, R'AS barbt!Que.
large bal~onl~. sauna, ref. air. 10 min.
rrom UNM. Waterbeds permitted. From
$tlio.oo. 8201 Marquette NE-266·6071.
Students & profe!llors welcome! II
LEAD & ASH SE, Lueaya House Apartment~!. Full security, all utilities vald,
efficiency, $125/mo. . 1-bdrm $158/mo.
2-bdrm $186/mo. Call Jim at 843·'1632
or 266-9693.
tfn
THE CITADEL, efficiency and one bed·
room, reasonable rents from . S130. mod
Curni8hlngs and shag earvetlnll'. deluxe
electric kitchen, swimming pool, recrea•
tlon room, card room, pool table, si!C!llr•
lty guards, walking distance to UNM,
1620 Unlvemity NE. 243-2494,
4/12
BEST APT. VALUE-Columbian West, 1
block to U:NM. Luxury apte., swimming
pool, reereation room, refrigera~ air,
full security, 209 Columbia. Call 2688934, 268-1006.
.&/10

Grade classifications will be as
follows, effective July 1: Grade I,
Clerical Specialist I; Grade II,
Clel'ical Specialist II; Grade III,
Clerical Specialist III; Grade IV,
Clerical Specialist IV or Staff
Secretary; Grade V, Clerical
Specialist V or Department
e creta r y ; Grade
VI,

•
tn
a

Lecture Demonstration
Friday April 12-3?30 ..P.M.

Admission-Free
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